
Push-to-talk solution for jobsite
communications and construction 
materials dispatch

Over 200 global construction teams use Zello’s push-to-talk solution 
to communicate and collaborate on and offsite. From construction 
materials dispatch to jobsite-wide emergency alerts, Zello offers 
unparalleled reliability and scale for real time communication when 
every second counts and the stakes are high.

Easy to setup, easy to use: Most deployments take less than 
a day, and most users need less than a minute to learn how to 
use the app.

Scales with your needs: With over 130 million users, Zello is 
the most popular push-to-talk software worldwide. It supports 
channels with up to 7,000 users.

Reliable and secure: 99.99% uptime and end-to-end encryp-
tion give you peace of mind.

Centralized management: Confi gure users, channels, access 
rights, and application settings – all from your web browser.

Cost-effi  cient: Trial the complete solution for free and choose 
between pay-as-you-go fl exibility and contract savings.

Advanced dispatch capabilities: Scale dispatch operations to 
dozens of dispatchers and never miss a call with a shared call 
queue.

GPS location and emergency alerts: Keep workers safe with a 
panic button and location tracking.

Unlimited range, global coverage: Zello is available worldwide 
and translated into 22 languages.

Works with industry-leading software: Zello is even easier to 
use when integrated with industry solutions from our software 
partners. API and SDK are available for free.

Broad spectrum of supported hardware: Use Zello on phones 
or tablets you already have or choose from one of Zello-certi-
fi ed rugged devices or accessories.

Why Customers Choose Zello

“The company has saved a considerable amount per month in just radio tower fees and repairs alone. 
Zello has defi nitely improved customer response times, employee experience, and productivity.”

Andrew Eger, Communications and Distribution Technology Manager at Commercial Ready Mix Products, Inc. (CRMP)
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Set up your network 
of group channels 
and customize who 
talks to whom.

Install Zello on con-
nected devices and 
point the app at your 
network.

Push to talk! Enjoy 
instant live voice and 
send images and 
texts.

How It Works
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Keep Projects On Time & Under Budget
Inclement weather, unexpected road closures, poor team coordination, 

and unvoiced safety concerns can delay or even halt construction 

projects. Zello empowers frontline workers by giving everyone an ability to instant-

ly communicate to the entire team, quickly locate people or resources to unblock 

progress, and call for help in case of emergency. This leads to better decisions, faster 

turnaround time, and less expensive mistakes.

Use Accessories
Accessories like headsets, buttons, and microphones allow Zello users to hear clearly 

in exceptionally loud environments and while their hands are busy. We work closely 

with accessory vendors to ensure that approved devices are truly push-to-talk, even 

while locked or running Zello in the background. 

For a complete list of our approved accessories, visit zello.com/accessories

Supported Devices
Android 4.0.3 or newer

iOS 8.0 or newer

Windows CE 5.0 or newer

Windows 7 or newer

LMR/Two-way radio and pre-approved gateway

Technical Specs
Unlimited channels

Up to 7,000 active participants per channel

Under 0.1 second channel ready

Under 0.5 second transmission latency

High-quality voice with OPUS codec

12 kbit/s default data use option

RSA 1024-bit authentication

AES 256-bit voice and media encryption

Wi-Fi, LTE, 3G, 2G, or satellite connection

Available as hosted or on-premises deployment

Ask Us About Zello
Email: sales@zello.com 

Phone: 1-512-270-2039

Try Zello risk-free today at zello.com


